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Abstract. Understanding what objects could furnish for humans–viz.,
learning object affordance–is the crux to bridge perception and action.
In the vision community, prior work has primarily focused on learning
object affordance with dense (e.g ., at a per-pixel level) supervision. In
stark contrast, we humans learn the object affordance without dense la-
bels. As such, the fundamental question to devise a computational model
is: What is the natural way to learn the object affordance from geom-
etry with humanlike sparse supervision? In this work, we present the
new task of part-level affordance discovery (PartAfford): Given
only the affordance labels for each object, the machine is tasked to (i)
decompose 3D shapes into parts and (ii) discover how each part of the
object corresponds to a certain affordance category. We propose a novel
learning framework for PartAfford, which discovers part-level represen-
tations by leveraging only the affordance set supervision and geometric
primitive regularization, without dense supervision. To learn and eval-
uate PartAfford, we construct a part-level, cross-category 3D object af-
fordance dataset, annotated with 24 affordance categories shared among
ą 25, 000 objects. We demonstrate through extensive experiments that
our method enables both the abstraction of 3D objects and part-level
affordance discovery, with generalizability to difficult and cross-category
examples. Further ablations reveal the contribution of each component.

1 Introduction

The human vision system could swiftly locate the functional part upon using
an object for specific tasks [27]. Such a critical capability in object interaction
requires fine-grained object affordance understanding. Affordance, coined and
originally theorized by Gibson [14,13], characterizes how humans interact with
human-made objects and environments. As such, affordance understanding of
objects and scenes has a significant influence on bridging visual perception and
holistic scene understanding [22,21,3] with actionable information [45]. It is con-
sidered as one of the critical ingredients for the artificial general intelligence [60].

Object affordances have two main characteristics. First, object affordances
are not defined in terms of conventional categorical labels in computer vision;
instead, they are defined by the associated actions for various tasks and are
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Fig. 1: The proposed PartAfford: discover 3D object part affordances by
learning contrast in affordance compositions. During training (left), given sparse
annotations (per-shape affordance label set), a learning framework is devised to ground
affordance (e.g ., backrest) to 3D part (e.g ., sofa back) through learning cross-category,
affordance-related shapes (e.g ., chair, sofa, etc.) with various affordance compositions.
At test time (right), the learned model decomposes the 3D object into parts and infers
the part-level affordances.

naturally cross-category. For example, both chair and sofa can be sat on, which
indicates they share the sittable affordance. Similarly, desktop and bookshelf
share the support affordance. Second, object affordances are intrinsically part-
based. We could easily associate sittable affordance with the seats of chairs and
sofas, and support with the boards of desktop and bookshelf. As such, the ability
to learn part-based, cross-category affordance is essential to demonstrate the
general object affordance understanding.

In passive affordance learning, prior literature follows the supervised learning
paradigm, in which dense affordance annotation on the objects is fed as super-
vised signals [6]. However, this line of thought depends heavily on the quality
of dense annotation, significantly deviated from how we humans learn to under-
stand affordance. A humanlike supervision would be: “you can sit on this chair
and rest your arm,” “you can open the lid and hold water with the cup.” In this
paper, we try to answer: How to distinguish each object part while recognizing
corresponding affordances with such sparse and natural supervisions?

To tackle this problem, we present PartAfford, a new task of part-level affor-
dance discovery, which learns the object affordance with natural supervision of
affordance set. As shown in Fig. 1, by providing only the set of affordance labels
for each object, the algorithm is tasked to decompose the 3D shapes into parts
and discover how each part corresponds to a certain affordance category. which
is challenging and under-explored in the area of generalizable part-level object
understanding and affordance learning.

To address this, we propose a novel method that discovers part-level rep-
resentations with self-supervised 3D reconstruction, affordance set supervision
and primitive regularization. The proposed approach consists of two main com-
ponents. The first component is an encoder with slot attention for unsupervised
clustering and abstraction. Specifically, we encode the 3D object into visual fea-
tures and abstract the low-level features into a set of slot variables [29]. The
second component is a decoder built upon the learned slot features. It has three
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output branches that jointly reconstruct the 3D parts and object, predict the
affordance labels, and regularize the learned part-level shapes with cuboidal
primitives. Our method does not rely on dense supervision but instead learns
from the sparse set supervision. It discovers the part-level affordance by learning
the correspondence between affordance labels and abstracted 3D object parts.

Learning and evaluating PartAfford demands collections of 3D objects and
their affordance labels for object parts. Prior work on visual affordance learn-
ing [20] either focuses on 2D objects and scenes or lacks part-based annota-
tion [6]. Hence, we construct a part-level, cross-category 3D object affordance
dataset annotated with 24 affordance categories shared among over 25, 000 3D
objects. The 3D objects are collected from PartNet dataset [36] and the PartNet-
Mobility dataset [52]. The 24 part affordance categories are defined in terms of
adjectives (e.g ., “sittable”) or nouns (e.g ., “armrest”); they describe how object
parts could afford human daily actions and activities. We annotate the part-level
object affordances by manually mapping the fine-grained object part defined in
Mo et al . [36] to the part affordances defined in this work.

By experimenting on this newly constructed PartAfford dataset, we empiri-
cally demonstrate that our method jointly enables the abstraction of 3D objects
and part-level affordance discovery. Our model also shows strong generalizability
on hard and cross-category objects. Further experiments and ablations analyze
each component’s contribution and point out future directions.

In summary, our work makes four main contributions:
– We present a new PartAfford task for part-level affordance discovery. Com-

pared to the prior densely-supervised learning paradigm, PartAfford learns
the visual object affordance in a more natural manner.

– We propose a novel learning framework for tackling PartAfford, which jointly
abstracts 3D objects into part-level representations and discovers the affor-
dance by learning the affordance correspondence.

– We build the benchmark for learning and evaluating PartAfford by curating
a dataset consisting of 3D objects and annotate part-level affordances.

– We empirically demonstrate the efficacy and generalization capability of the
proposed method and analyze each component’s significance via a suite of
ablation studies. Code and data will be released for research purposes.

2 Related Work

Affordance Learning Affordance learning is a multidisciplinary research
field of vision, cognition, and robotics. In general, “affordance” is first perceived
from images [17,62,44] or videos [53,61,10,37,39], followed by cognitive reason-
ing [62,60], and finally serves for task and motion planning in robotics [38,54,30,35].
Prior work tackles affordance at various scales and representations. Although af-
fordance has been studied at the scene level [59,18,44], object level [40,34,12],
and associated with generated human poses [24,62,51], few attempts study affor-
dance as a 3D shape analysis task [58,28,61,50] since it would normally require
large-scale, high-quality 3D data. A notable recent work [6] benchmarks sev-
eral affordance estimation tasks on PartNet [36] with dense affordance heatmap
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supervisions, annotated by densely selecting keypoints without considering af-
fordance compositionality. In comparison, PartAfford studies affordance in a
weakly supervised manner, such that the affordance discovery will be guided
by affordance set matching and geometry abstraction. The new part affordance
dataset we construct provides fine-grained, part-level 3D affordance annotations,
tailored for the sparse supervision setting and affordance compositionality study.

Unsupervised Object-centric Learning Object discovery has been stud-
ied in an iterative end-to-end fashion [16,49,1,9,15,7]. Recently, [29] presents
the slot attention module, an efficient and generic framework for object-centric
representation extraction. It is capable of modeling compositional nature in syn-
thetic scenes with multiple simple geometry shapes [23]. Subsequently, Stelzner et
al . [46] and Yu et al . [57] apply slot attention on unsupervised 3D-aware scene
decomposition, integrating NeRF [32] as object representations. They demon-
strate that slot-based bottleneck could perform reasonably on synthetic multi-
view RGB datasets with a textureless background. Our work takes one step
further to tackle the challenge of part-level affordance discovery of 3D objects;
part discovery is more complex than object discovery, primarily due to the am-
biguity in the object part segmentation without applying additional constraints.
Fortunately, for man-made objects, affordances are attached to objects at the
part level. This observation implies the possibility of combining part discovery
and affordance learning with minimal supervision. In this work, we integrate
part discovery with affordance estimation, hoping that affordance information
would help discover object parts sharing similar affordances.

Unsupervised Geometric Primitive Modeling Whereas supervised
geometric primitive abstraction methods [33,55] require dense hierarchical an-
notations, unsupervised frameworks using cuboid-based [48,47], superquadrics-
based [43,41], or other genus-zero-shape [5,42] primitives discover structural in-
formation naturally embedded in the geometry. Recently, Yang et al . [56] unsu-
pervisedly learn the cuboid-based shape abstraction with shape co-segmentation.
Yet, it relies heavily on the ground-truth point normals for accurate abstraction
and lacks semantic representation for object understanding. In our affordance
discovery framework, we leverage the cuboidal regularization to refine the re-
constructed affordance part, which distinguishes densely connected 3D parts by
providing geometric prior, thus improving the affordance part discovery.

3 Task Definition

We formulate the new task PartAfford as discovering the part-level object affor-
dance with the affordance set supervision. We define K “ 24 common affordance
categories S “ tskuKk“1, such as “sittable” and “openable,” for object understand-
ing. Input is given as a collection of N objects toiu

N
i“1 and their corresponding

affordance set labels tAiu
N
i“1, where Ai “ taji u

Ji
j“1. a

j
i PS, and Ji represents the

number of distinct assigned affordances for each object i. PartAfford requires
an algorithm to decompose each object into parts and discover the affordance
corresponding to each object part. Fig. 1 illustrates the PartAfford task.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the proposed method for PartAfford . Our model
contains two main components: abstraction encoder and affordance decoder. (a)
Abstraction encoder takes a 3D object as input, extracts features with 3D
convolutional neural networks, and abstracts it into several slots. Affordance
decoder with three branches jointly (b) reconstructs the 3D parts, (c) predicts
affordance labels, and (d) regularizes cuboidal primitives.

4 Method

We propose a novel framework for affordance discovery from 3D objects. It inte-
grates unsupervised part discovery with affordance set prediction and geometric
primitive abstraction; see Fig. 2. Given a 3D shape represented by voxel grids
V of resolution 323, our method first encodes the 3D shape into visual features
and abstracts it into M slots; each slot represents an abstracted high-level fea-
ture for downstream tasks. Next, we utilize a decoder with three branches to
jointly (i) decode the features into parts, (ii) predict the affordance label, and
(iii) regularize the parts with cuboidal primitives. By composing the 3D parts
from the slots with the 3D reconstruction as self-supervision, we ensure the slots
combined can depict the entire 3D object. With the set matching loss of affor-
dance prediction, the model discovers the correspondence between parts in slots
and the affordance labels. Fitting the reconstructed 3D parts into cuboid repre-
sentation further regularizes the shape of the part discovery. Below, we describe
in detail how each module is constructed and the loss design.

4.1 Abstraction Encoder

The encoder takes 3D shape as input and abstracts part-centric latent codes in
an unsupervised manner. It consists of a feature extraction module and a 3D
slot attention module; see Fig. 2a.

Feature Extraction The feature embedding backbone encodes the input
voxels and generates a D “ 64 dimensional feature for each voxel. Following
[31], voxels are encoded by five layers of 3D convolutional neural networks. The
embedded feature is then augmented with absolute positional embedding [29].
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3D Slot Attention The 3D slot attention architecture, adapted from [29],
serves as the part-centric representational bottleneck between the 3D feature
embedding network and the downstream decoders. The encoded feature of a 3D
shape is fed into an iterative attention module, where M randomly initialized
slots are updated for T “ 3 iterations through a Gated Recurrent Unit [4]. Dur-
ing each iteration, the attention coefficients are calculated by applying softmax
normalization over the slots on the dot-product similarity between queries (i.e.,
linearly-mapped 3D slot features) and keys (i.e., linearly-mapped input fea-
tures). The attention coefficients are then applied as the weight for aggregating
the values (i.e., linearly-mapped input feature) and updating the slots.

Since the inputs-to-slots attention assignment is normalized over the 3D slots,
those slots compete to attend to a clustering of the input 3D shape. Such clus-
terings are similar to human-defined parts on common objects. 3D slot atten-
tion masks naturally segment the object through iterations. An example of the
learned 3D attention masks are shown in Fig. 2a.

4.2 Affordance Decoder

Shown in Fig. 2b-d, the affordance decoder takes part-centric slot features as in-
put, followed by three branches for 3D part reconstruction, affordance prediction
and primitive regularization. The decoder parameter is shared across slots.

3D Part Reconstruction We design a 3-layer 3D transposed convolu-
tional decoder followed by a single MLP layer to reconstruct voxel values V̂m

and a voxel mask for each slot. The mask is normalized across slots with softmax,
which generates a normalized mask Λ̂m PR32ˆ32ˆ32. It is then used to compute
the weighted sum of voxel values across slots and combine the reconstructed
parts tV̂muMm“1 into a full 3D shape V̂:

V̂ “

M
ÿ

m“1

Λ̂mV̂m (1)

The 3D part reconstruction branch is self-supervised by the reconstruction
loss between original voxels V and reconstructed voxels V̂; we use the binary
cross-entropy (BCE):

Lrecon “ BCEpV, V̂q (2)

Affordance Prediction We predict a one-hot affordance label for each
slot with a two-layer MLP with sharing weights across slots for classification.

The affordance prediction branch is weakly-supervised as we do not provide
affordance labels for each voxel. Instead, only the affordance label set for the
entire object is used as the supervision signal. The model is tasked to learn
the alignment between the abstracted parts and the affordance labels from set
supervision.

As defined in Sec. 3, the ground-truth set of affordance labels for an input 3D
object is denoted as A. We denote Â as the set of slot affordance predictions. Âσ

is a permutation of elements in Â, where σ PG and G represent all M ! possible
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permutations. Lmatch is the pairwise matching cost between two sets, which can
be calculated by mean square error (MSE) or cross-entropy:

Lpred “min
σPG

LmatchpA, Âσq. (3)

Due to the order-invariant nature of slot modules, we apply the Hungarian
matching algorithm [26], with Huber loss as the pair-wise matching cost, to
calculate the set-based [2] affordance prediction loss in Eq. (3).

Cuboidal Primitive Regularization As a generalized soft k-means al-
gorithm, the slot attention mechanism heavily relies on visual cues, such as the
clustering of pixel colors on the image. As such, it cannot perform precisely in
a crowded scene with overlapping objects even on a toy image dataset [29]. In
3D voxel regime, segmenting object into parts is challenging since every voxel is
connected to neighboring voxels without distinguishable visual appearances.

Therefore, we introduce the cuboidal primitive regularization module, provid-
ing geometric prior for segmentation: Human-made objects usually have geomet-
ric regularity, and cuboid is a concise structural representation for abstraction.

From each slot embedding, the cuboid abstraction module predicts a cuboid
parametrized by two vectors [56]: a scale vector s PR3 and a quaternion vector
r PR4 for 3D rotation. Of note, we calculate the cuboid center from the weighted
mean of voxel positions in the slot.

To evaluate how the predicted cuboid fits the reconstructed part in the m-th
slot, we first compute the Euclidean distance dmi from each voxel pm

i to its closest
cuboid face. Next, we calculate the weighted sum distance for all voxels, where
the weight vmi P V̂m is the reconstructed voxel value within r0, 1s. Additionally,
we designed a binary surface mask fpiq that masks out internal voxels in the
loss. Thus, the loss encourages a cuboid to tightly wrap a solid object. The
regularization loss for all the slots is defined as:

Lcuboid “
ÿ

m

ÿ

i

fpiqvmi dmi . (4)

4.3 Total Loss

Taking together, the total training loss is the sum of 3D reconstruction loss,
affordance prediction loss, and the primitive regularization loss:

Ltotal “λreconLrecon `λpredLpred `λcuboidLcuboid, (5)

where λrecon, λcuboid, and λpred are balancing coefficients.

Of note, with the current architecture design, for the first time, we demon-
strate the capability of part-level affordance discovery from set labels. The ex-
ploration of more complex and practical modules are left for future work.
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Fig. 3: Part affordance dataset. (a) Description for the “openable” affordance
to construct the mapping. (b) Given the part hierarchy of a door from PartNet
[36], we annotate its affordance labels by manual mapping and inspection. (c)
Given a dishwasher from PartNet-Mobility (SAPIEN) [52] and its kinematics,
we rotate the door frame to include 3D objects with different articulation states.
(d) Some exemplar 3D object models with color-coded affordance visualization.

5 Part Affordance Dataset

To benchmark PartAfford and facilitate the research in affordance understand-
ing, we construct a part-level 3D object affordance dataset. We focus on 24
cross-category, fine-grained affordance labels as shown in Fig. 3. The dataset is
annotated with over 25, 000 3D CAD models from the PartNet dataset [36] and
625 articulated objects among 9 categories from the PartNet-Mobility dataset in
SAPIEN [52]. Below, we describe how to define part affordances and the generate
affordance annotation. See supplementary materials for more details.

5.1 Affordance Definition & Dataset Construction

Part affordances in our dataset are defined in terms of adjectives (e.g ., sittable)
or nouns (e.g ., armrest), which describe how object parts could afford human
daily actions and activities. We adopt certain common affordance categories
from a comprehensive survey of visual affordance [20], e.g ., containment, sittable,
support, openable, rollable, display, and wrapgrasp. However, they are coarse-
grained–either at the object-level or scene-level. For example, “openable” only
indicates whether an object can be opened, but is unclear about which object
part can afford the object to be opened.

To pursue a fine-grained understanding of object affordance, we manually
construct a one-to-multiple mapping from 479 kinds of object part labels de-
fined at the finest granularity in Mo et al . [36] to 24 potential affordance labels,
given the detailed affordance description. We provide expert-defined descriptions
for 24 affordances to guarantee the quality and consistency of the mapping con-
struction. An example is shown in Fig. 3a. Given the part hierarchy of a 3D
object, we can get the corresponding affordance annotation by the mapping. We
also perform manual inspection to correct the affordance labels, especially for
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some fine-grained parts, according to their specific geometry and physics prop-
erty. For instance, different door handles will be mapped to different affordance
label (twistable, lever, etc.) according to how they should be operated (Fig. 3b).

The PartNet dataset does not contain articulation information, making affor-
dances such as openable not geometrically distinguishable. Therefore, we gener-
ate a set of shapes with openable affordance from the PartNet-Mobility dataset
by capturing 3D shapes with various opening angles (Fig. 3c).

As can be seen from Fig. 3d, each affordance type–due to its cross-category
nature–may be found on a variety of object part instances. For example, open-
able is usually afforded by rotatable doors for unobstructed access. Under such
criteria, the door frame of a dishwasher and the surface board of a door are both
mapped to openable. Please refer to the supplementary materials for a full list
of all affordance categories, descriptions and mapping examples.

6 Experiments

In this section, we design and conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate
the proposed method. Fig. 4 visualizes our main results. We present both quan-
titative and qualitative comparisons of baseline models and our model variants.
To illustrate the generalizability of our approach, we evaluate the model gen-
eralization on novel objects. We further analyze the failure cases and propose
potential improvement directions. Please refer to the supplementary materials
for additional experimental results and analyses.

6.1 Experimental Settings

Benchmarks To benchmark PartAfford, we curate different subsets of
samples from our constructed dataset. Specifically, we study the subsets re-
lated to the most representative affordance categories “sittable,” “support,” and
“openable” separately, where the subsets are created by collecting all cross-
category objects that have the corresponding affordance label in our dataset.
For each subset, we learn to distinguish all the affordance labels appear in the
3D objects. Note that although a part can have multiple affordances as men-
tioned in Sec. 5, we only keep the most prioritized affordance for each part to
ease the ambiguities in learning. Below, we describe the statistics of objects and
the related affordances for these subsets; we discuss detailed reasons about why
we choose these three subsets in Sec. 7.2.
– “Sittable”: We collect all object instances that have affordance “sittable”;

most of them are chairs and sofas. Their part-level affordances belong to the set
tsittable, backrest, armrest, frameworku. We split the training, validation,
and test set in the ratio of 7 : 1 : 2. In total, we have 5, 093 instances for training
and 1, 457 for test.

– “Support”: We collect objects with affordance “support”, mainly from cate-
gories table and cabinet. Their affordances belong to tsupport, frameworku.
There are 7, 974 instances for training and 2, 279 instances for test.
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– “Openable”: This subset contains objects from frige, dishwasher, washing ma-
chine, and microwave. Their affordances belong to topenable, framework,
handleu. There are 807 instances for training and 232 instances for test.
Data Augmentation To enrich affordance compositions, we augment the

training data by randomly removing certain object parts with corresponding
affordance labels.

Evaluation Metrics In PartAfford, we evaluate the performances of part
discovery (clustering similarity), 3D reconstruction, and affordance prediction.
– Part Discovery: We use the Intersection over Union (IoU) to evaluate the

part similarity. Specifically, we employ Hungarian matching to find the best
matches between the reconstructed parts and ground truth parts using voxel
IoU as the matching score. Then we compute the mean IoU (mIoU) by aver-
aging the IoU between best matches.

– 3D Reconstruction: We evaluate the overall 3D shape reconstruction quality
using mean squared error (MSE).

– Affordance Prediction: Following [29], we use Average Precision (AP) to eval-
uate the affordance set prediction accuracy. A correct prediction means an
exact match of the affordance label set.
Baselines and Ablations Since we are the first to propose and formulate

PartAfford, there is no previous work for us to make direct comparisons. There-
fore, we compare with two designed baseline models and three variants of our
method to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method and its components:
– Slot MLP: a simple MLP-based baseline where we replace Slot Attention with

an MLP that maps from the learned feature maps (resized and flattened) to
the (now ordered) slot representation.

– IODINE: a baseline where we replace the Slot Attention with an object-centric
learning method IODINE [15] to abstract and cluster the encoded feature.

– Ours w/o Afford & Cuboid: our model variant that only keeps the 3D part
reconstruction branch.

– Ours w/o Afford: our model variant without the affordance prediction branch.
– Ours w/o Cuboid: our model variant that disgards the cuboidal primitive

regularization branch.
– Ours Full: our full model with all branches.

6.2 Implementation Details

Learning Strategy To stabilize the training, we split the training into two
stages. In the first stage, we train the decoder only with 3D part reconstruction
and affordance prediction branches. In the second stage, we add the cuboidal
primitive regularization branch into joint training with a lower learning rate.

Hyperparameter We set learning rate as 4ˆ10´4 for the first stage, 2ˆ

10´4 for the second stage, and apply Adam optimizer [25] for optimization. It
takes 5`9 hours on 4 RTX A6000 GPUs for two-stage full-model training of
“sittable”-related objects. For slot attention, we empirically set the number of
GRU iterations T “ 3. We set the number of slots to the maximal number of
affordance labels that appear in each training subset. For example, we learn
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the “sittable” with 4 slots, “support” with 2 slots, and “openable” with 3 slots.
Sec. 7.1 further discusses choices of the number of slots. For the joint loss weight,
we set λrecon “ 1.0, λpred “ 0.5, λcuboid “ 0.1.
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6.3 Results and Analysis

Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 tabulate the quantitative performances of all the models under
different settings. Fig. 4 qualitatively shows the capability of our method and
Fig. 5 compares different models. Below, we summarize some key findings:
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1. The proposed method achieves the best overall performance on the PartAfford
task, especially in the part discovery (mean IoU) where it outperforms the
baselines by a large margin. This demonstrates the outstanding abstraction
capability of our approach given the sparse supervision. From Fig. 4, we can
see our method can discover the detailed part-level representation with their
aligned affordances for the 3D objects.

2. The most challenging part of PartAfford lies in the part discovery, and it’s
also where our model differentiates with other baselines. For example, Tab. 1
shows that Slot MLP achieves the best affordance prediction performance
(AP) but fails in the part discovery (mean IoU) and 3D reconstruction
(MSE). As also shown in Fig. 5a, the Slot MLP cannot segment the ob-
ject input to parts due to the lack of abstraction capability.

3. Affordance prediction branch significantly escalates the part discovery per-
formance since it helps to learn part-affordance correspondence from the af-
fordance composition, which provides contrasts to distinguish different parts
among the training objects. Our qualitative results also show that the af-
fordance prediction facilitates the abstraction of 3D shape (e.g ., rows 1-2 of
Fig. 5b) and elimination of spare slots (e.g ., rows 3-4 of Fig. 5b);

4. Cuboidal primitive regularization branch also boosts the part discovery, es-
pecially when affordance prediction is not available. This demonstrates that
geometric priors play a crucial role in segmentation when data are not di-
verse enough. From Fig. 5c, we can see the cuboidal primitive regularization
helps to segment better primitives and avoid scattered voxels.

6.4 Model Generalization

With the cross-category nature of affordance, we qualitatively test how the
learned model can be generalized to novel objects and unseen categories. We
conduct model generalization experiments by testing hard examples or objects
from other categories. Examples from Fig. 6 demonstrates the learned model
could be generalized to objects with diverse shapes. We show the results of
testing the learned model on a novel object shape (bean bag) (a) from [11]
and unseen categories (b-d). For example, (b) shows the result of learning with
“support” and test on an “openable” object (i.e., a microwave). Although the
reconstructions may not be perfect, partly due to reconstruction bottleneck’s im-
pact on disentanglement quality [8], the learned model can successfully identify
the functional parts given novel objects.

6.5 Failure Cases

We show some failure cases of our method in Fig. 7. For “sittable” and “support,”
the failures are commonly caused by (i) the difficulties to reconstruct the fine-
grained details of 3D objects with novel shapes; (ii) certain parts that violate
the cuboid assumption, and thus hurts other components.

For objects in “openable” category, our model cannot discover and recon-
struct “handle,” as shown in Fig. 4. This is because the objects with related
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Input Recon. Slot 1 Slot 4Slot 3Slot 2

sittablebackrestframework armrest support

a. Novel Sittable

b. Support     Openable

c. Support     Sittable

d. Sittable     Support

Fig. 6: Generalization results.

Input Recon. Slot 1 Slot 4Slot 3Slot 2GT

sittablebackrestframework armrest support

Fig. 7: Failure cases.

Table 1: Quantitative results on “sittable.”
We evaluate the mean IoU (mIoU), mean
squared error (MSE), and average precision
(AP) on included objects.

Model mIoU (%) Ò MSE Ó AP (%)Ò

Slot MLP 21.5 0.0150 94.5
IODINE 49.2 0.0102 92.5

Ours w/o Afford & Cuboid 31.5 0.0112 N/A
Ours w/o Afford 39.4 0.0100 N/A
Ours w/o Cuboid 55.3 0.0102 92.7

Ours (full) 57.3 0.0097 92.9

Table 2: Quantitative results on “support”
and “openable.”

Model mIoU (%) Ò MSE Ó AP (%) Ò

support
Ours w/o Afford 34.8 0.0092 N/A
Ours w/o Cuboid 51.3 0.0087 95.2

Ours (full) 52.7 0.0085 95.1

openable
Ours w/o Afford 19.9 0.0104 N/A
Ours w/o Cuboid 46.7 0.0097 55.8

Ours (full) 47.6 0.0093 60.4

null sittablebackrestframework

Input Recon. Slot 1 Slot 4Slot 3Slot 2GT Slot 5 Slot 6

Fig. 8: Model performance when the number of slots increases. The model learns
the “sittable” part in a “null” slot.

affordances come from various object categories with diverse shapes, making it
challenging for the model to capture such complex mixtures of distributions and
reconstruct the fine-grained 3D shapes, especially tiny parts (i.e., “handle”).
This points out future directions to better understand object parts (e.g ., seg-
ment, reconstruct), and potentially an interactive learning framework to learn
beyond geometry and appearance.

7 Further Analysis & Discussion

7.1 Number of Slots

We set the number of slots as the maximal number of affordance labels that
appear in one subset, which is different from previous object-centric learning
algorithm [29], where the number of slots could be arbitrary. This is because
when we increase the number of slots, we also increase the ambiguities of the
affordance composition and set matching at the same time. It prevents the model
from learning accurate correspondence between affordance labels and parts. As
shown in Fig. 8, the model learns the “sittable” in a “null” slot.
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Fig. 9: 3D Human synthesis conditioned on inferred part affordance using [19].

7.2 Selection of Studied Affordances

Although we annotate objects with 24 affordance categories, we benchmark
PartAfford only on three subsets with 7 kinds of affordances in this work. The
main reason is that we find it much more challenging to discover part-level affor-
dance for some other affordance categories. For example, “rollable” and “cutting”
usually connect to tiny object parts that are challenging to be segmented from
objects, “illumination” and “display” cannot be distinguished from the objects
without a deeper understanding of the visual appearance and reflections, “press-
able” and “pinchable” require richer interactions to be discovered. In summary,
it is either especially challenging to segment or requires more than geometric in-
formation (e.g ., active interactions) to discover the other affordance categories.
We hope to further explore the learning of these affordances in the future.

7.3 Ambiguities in Affordance Learning

Affordance is naturally ambiguous since the functions of object parts are rich.
This work provides a well-defined benchmark to study how to learn affordance
from accurate affordance definition and sparse set supervision. In another work,
[6] models the multiple affordances with a mixture of distributions. We believe
our current learning framework could also be extended to learn multiple affor-
dances by switching the one-hot affordance label to multi-hot labels.

7.4 Potential Impacts for Vision & Robotics Community

By learning to discover the part-level affordance, our model could facilitate the
understanding of human-object interaction and object manipulation. As shown
in Fig. 9, the learned affordance could be applied to synthesize potential human
actions and interactions with various 3D objects. It can also help the robot to
learn cross-category object interaction and manipulation policies.

8 Conclusion

We present PartAfford, a new task in visual affordance research that aims at
discovering part-level affordances from 3D shapes. We propose a novel learning
framework that discovers part-level affordances by leveraging only the affordance
set supervision and geometric primitive regularization. With comprehensive ex-
periments and analyses, we point out potential directions for incorporating visual
appearance to facilitate better shape abstraction and combining with an active
learning approach for efficient affordance learning.
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